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Abstract 

The aim of this paper is to provide a selective overview on the role played by the quality of education versus 

the quantity of education. After a presentation of some possible effects of the quality of education on both 

individual earnings and growth, the paper analyses some important school inputs and institutional 

characteristics of the education system which have been examined in the economic literature and could affect 

education achievements. 
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    «Skills enable people. They are capacities to function. Greater levels of skill foster social inclusion and 

promote economic and social mobility. They generate economic productivity and create social well-being. 

Skills give agency to people to shape their lives, to create new skills and to flourish» (OECD (2014) p.8). 

 

1. Introduction 

Since education is one of the key issue for individual well-being and economic development, an 

important policy question faced by both academics and policy-makers is which are the best institutional 

features for a school system to improve the human capital of its students. This, thanks to the seminal papers 

by Schultz (1961), Becker (1964) and Mincer (1974), is now considered as the result of an investment in the 

acquisition of skills and knowledge by individuals. However, such an investment is also considered a 

dynamic process which occurs with different features at different ages, and which depends on the 

concomitant influence of several inputs as individual ability, family background, social environment, 

schools, and peers. All these inputs affect the capacity of an individual to accumulate human capital, and 

more specifically to succeed not only in education, but also in the labour market, and in all other aspects of 

life. In particular, such capacity rests on a multiplicity of skills which «are not traits set in stone at birth and 

determined solely by genes,» but which can be improved, and be more or less shapable depending on the age 

of the individual and the quality of the intervention (Kautz et al. (2014) p. 10). 

The acquisition and the effects of human capital has of course a multidisciplinary nature and within the 

economic literature two strands of research have analysed the different steps that starting from inputs such as 

individual talent, family background, schools, etc. lead to the accumulation of human capital, i.e. the 

determinants of education, and consequently from the latter to desirable outcomes both for the individual and 

the population as a whole, i.e. the consequences of education. From a microeconomic point of view, these 

effects concern the labour market through income but also outside it through different channels concerning 

other aspects of life, and from a macroeconomic point of view, they refer not only to economic growth but 

also to positive externalities in many other social sectors. 

Concerning this second strand of literature on the consequences of education, one important point 

recently stressed by many scholars concern the change of perspective from early works on the impact played 

by the quantity of education obtained by individuals to more recent studies on the importance played by the 

quality of their education in determining individual achievements and their impact on economic and social 

outcomes. Interestingly, such a change in perspective has not only interested the academic debate but also 

the policy arena. For example, in 2000, the second of the Millennium Development Goals was expressed in a 

quantitative way, i.e. «achieve universal primary education», while in 2015, the fourth of the Sustainable 

Development Goals has been stated in terms of quality of education, i.e. «ensure inclusive and quality 

education for all and promote lifelong learning». 

As it will be pointed out in the paper, of course, it is more difficult to assess what students have learnt, 

and thus they actually know, with respect to how long they have been in school. However, nowadays, what 

students know is largely assessed thanks to a widespread tool: testing. In particular, many works surveyed in 

the present paper refer to the results of international tests which allow comparisons of school systems across 

different countries. Such international tests started in the 1960s to measure «a new concept –‘general 

knowledge’- in an attempt to measure skills that are useful inside and outside of the classroom» (Kautz et al. 

(2014) p. 9). The results of such tests are now not any more just for researchers on education or policy-

makers, they are at the heart of the public debate. Assessing students’ performance is indeed crucial in order 

to understand which key inputs of the school system could be improved to boost students skill formation.
1
 

Typically, however, scores on IQ tests and standardized achievement tests allow to measure cognitive 

skills which interact with other types of skills, noncognitive ones, the importance of which has been 

underlined by another recent literature started by Heckman and his coauthors. Contrary to cognitive skills, 

                                                           
1
 For example, in the 2010, the Obama Administration launched the ‘Race to the Top’ programme, a $4.4 billion initiative in 

favour of States that have proposed plans to reform schools with the aims (i) to adopt standards that allow students to succeed in 

college and the globalized workplace; (ii) to build data systems that measure students' outcome and growth, and provide information 

to teachers and principals on the ways they can improve their practices; (iii) to improve teacher and principal effectiveness by setting 

a link between student growth and teacher evaluations, tenure and promotions; and finally (iv) to turn around the lowest-performing 

schools. For more details, see http://www.rtt-apr.us. Similar initiatives have taken place also in other countries as the United 

Kingdom, Chile, Mexico, Israel, Australia, Portugal, and India (Fryer (2013)). 

http://www.rtt-apr.us/
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non-cognitive skills cannot be measured by such scores, and describe personal attributes such as 

«perseverance (‘grit’), conscientiousness, self-control, trust, attentiveness, self-esteem and self-efficacy, 

resilience to adversity, openess to experience, emphaty, humility, tolerance of diverse opinions and the 

ability to engage productively in society» (Kautz et al. (2014) p. 9). Both types of skill are important for the 

development of individuals and are characterized by fundamental synergies. For example, the capacity to 

acquire cognitive skills is favoured by the development of non-cognitive skills, and both of them can be 

improved thanks to the quality of parenting, the social environment, and the school, a relationship which has 

been recently analysed by the first strand of economic literature cited above. 

Given such recent interest on the role played by the quality of education, the present paper aims at 

focusing on it by referring to the two different lines of research mentioned at the beginning: The quality of 

education as a determinant for the future success of the individual and for a set of economic and social 

outcomes, and the quality of education as the result of a process which uses several inputs, among which this 

paper only concentrates the attention on those concerning the school.
2
 

To pursue such an aim, the first part of the paper deals with the consequences of education. It presents a 

brief overview on the role played by the quality of education in shaping individuals, and thus benefiting them 

in and outside the labour market with also more general positive effects on economic growth. To appreciate 

the novelty of this recent literature, this part of the paper starts by presenting some hints on the early 

literature which, instead, has focused its attention on the role played by the quantity of education. 

To complement our analysis, the second part of the paper deals with some main determinants of 

education. To analyse this issue from a theoretical point of view, the paper first provides a synthesis of a 

model by Cuhna and Heckman (2007) which allows to show how the skill formation process can be tackled 

through a multistage technology in order to take into account that childhood is made of multiple stages and 

some inputs, as parental investments and child environments, may have a higher productivity at some stages 

than at others, and some stages of the technology may have a higher productivity in producing some skills 

than other stages. Then, to provide some examples of works which belong to the large multidisciplinary 

empirical literature that has analysed the determinants of students’ cognitive achievement measured by test 

scores outcomes, the paper presents a selective overview on some school inputs and institutional features of 

schools on which scholars have concentrated their attention and which could offer interesting insights for 

further reflections. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly analyses the pecuniary and nonpecuniary effects of 

the quantity of education while Section 3 examines the role played by the quality of education both from a 

microeconomic and a macroeconomic point of view. Section 4 sketches the model by Cuhna and Heckman 

(2007) on the production of children skills, and Section 5 point out some important school inputs and 

institutional features of the education system that have been analysed in the empirical literature, and that may 

affect student achievements. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks. 

 

2. Pecuniary and nonpecuniary benefits of the quantity of education 

Schooling and human capital investments have been and are central in the economic and policy debates 

on how to improve the individual earning capabilities and the growth rate of countries both in the developed 

and the developing world. Nowadays, such microeconomic and macroeconomic effects of education have 

been largely analysed in the economic literature: while the early works were more concerned with the role 

played by the quantity of education, e.g. school attainments,
 3

 the more recent studies have stressed the 

importance that the quality of education can have in shaping individuals, and thus benefiting them both in 

and outside the labour market with also more general positive effects on economic growth. 

Even if the aim of this work is to concentrate the attention on the benefits arising from the quality of 

education, it is useful first to recall very briefly some important results concerning the role played by the 

quantity of education both in pecuniary and nonpecuniary terms, not only from a private perspective but also 

from a social one.  

                                                           
2
 However, even restricting our focus on school policies, we need to be aware, as pointed out by Hanushek and Rivkin (2006), of 

a main difficulty faced by research due to the fact that the different effects determining students' outcome are not easily 

distinguishable given that this depends on many inter-linked decisions taken by different actors, namely parents, teachers, school 

administrators, and policy-makers. 
3
 For a survey on the relationship between education and growth, but also on the relationship between democracy and growth, 

and education and democracy, see, for example, Grazzini (2009). 
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2.1. Pecuniary benefits 

From a microeconomic point of view, much of the economic literature has concentrated the attention on 

the value of education as an investment in human capital, and much of the theoretical
4
 and the empirical

5
 

work have focused on the pecuniary returns to such investment, reaching a large consensus on the result that, 

on average, higher wages correspond to higher levels of education.
6
 However, as stressed by Dickson and 

Harmon (2011, p. 1118), «estimates of [the return to education investment] vary significantly, depending on 

the data sets used, the assumptions made and the estimation techniques.» In particular, one of the main 

difficulties in estimating a causal effect of education on earnings is due to the fact that it is not easy to know 

whether the higher earnings observed for individuals with higher level of education are caused by their 

higher level of schooling or whether the individuals who have greater earning potential have chosen to obtain 

more education. Another complication in cross-country analyses comes from the comparability problems that 

arise when a large set of countries is studied over a long period. For example, to face this problem, recently 

Montenegro and Patrinos (2014) have made an effort in compiling comparable estimates by using the same 

specification, estimation procedure, and similar data for a large set of countries.
7
 One of their most 

interesting result shows a sharp decline in returns to schooling since the 1980s (by 3.5 percentage points over 

a 30 year period), in partly due to the expansion in schooling (more than 3 years in the same period). 

From a macroeconomic point of view, the main focus has been instead concentrated on the relationship 

between education and economic growth. This issue has been largely analysed by the theoretical growth 

literature which predicts a positive role for human capital in affecting growth. Human capital can stimulate 

growth by increasing or complementing the existing factors of production (Lucas (1988)), it can accelerate 

growth through innovations, i.e. new knowledge on new products and technologies (Romer (1990)), or 

through the imitation and adoption of new technologies, i.e. through the ability of more educated workers to 

understand and process new information, and thus to implement frontier technologies devised by other 

countries
8
 (Nelson e Phelps (1966)). From an empirical point of view, the evidence for such an effect is 

however controversial,
9
 especially on whether it is the stock of human capital or the change in the stock of 

human capital that it is the more decisive engine for economic growth.
10

 In large part, this mixed empirical 

                                                           
4
 However, in the theoretical literature, there is no consensus on the causes of such result. For example, education could increase 

the labour productivity of the workers (Becker (1964)), or in an adverse selection framework, it could be used as a signaling device 

by workers to signal their labour productivity which is not perfectly observable by employers (Spence (1973)), or it could be used by 

employers as a screening device to select higher productivity workers who also have higher education levels (Stiglitz (1975)). For a 

discussion on these different approaches, see, for example, Checchi (2006). 
5
 See the seminal contribution by Mincer (1974) and, more recently, Harmon et al. (2003). See Card (1999, 2001) for a review 

which enlights different types of econometric problems arising when estimating the causal relationship between schooling and labour 

market earnings by also focusing on studies that use institutional aspects of the schooling system as exogenous determinants of 

education outcomes. 
6
 See, however, the strand of literature on overeducation, i.e. on a mismatch between individuals’ education and educational 

requirement of job or occupations and the main theoretical explanations for such a phenomenon (e.g. human capital, job competition, 

assignment and search models). For a survey with special attention to measurement problems and policy implications see, for 

example, Leuven and Oosterbeek (2011). 
7
 See Trostel et al. (2002) for a paper that addresses the comparability problems across countries by using comparable microdata 

to estimate the economic return to schooling, and that shows a very large cross-country variation in the return to schooling for which 

ready explanation defies. See also Breton (2013) for a recent analysis that also examines the implications for economic growth and 

public policies. 
8
 In this sense, the educational investment would have a positive effect not only on the productivity of the more educated workers 

but also on that of their colleagues. 
9
 For useful surveys, see Aghion and Howitt (1998), Stevens and Weale (2004), Gradstein et al. (2005), Hanushek and 

Woessmann (2008), and Sauer and Zagler (2012). 
10

 Some important references are, for example, Benhabib and Spiegel (1994), Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995), Temple (1999), 

Topel (1999), Krueger and Lindahl (2001), Vandenbussche et al. (2006), Sunde and Vischer (2015)). For a discussion on several 

difficulties that arise in estimating the relationship between education and growth see, for example, Wößmann (2003) and Krueger 

and Lindahl (2001). The latter also discusses possible omitted variable bias in cross country analyses due to the fact that, for instance, 

countries that enhance their educational systems are likely to simultaneously vary other policies which positively affect growth. For 

an analysis of the influence of education on growth at a regional level, see Gennaioli et al. (2013) who show that regional 

development is affected not only by workers’ education, but also by entrepreneurs/managers' education, and externalities. See, 

instead, Bils and Klenow (2000) for a paper that stress the fact that there could be an issue of reverse causality, i.e. higher economic 

growth could cause additional demand for education (e.g. growth could be previewed, and this could reduce the discount rate, 

increasing the demand for education). 
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evidence is due to measurement problems. As pointed out by Hanushek and Wößmann (2011), the standard 

method to estimate how education can affect economic growth is to estimate cross-country growth 

regressions where average annual growth in GDP per capita over several decades is a function of measures 

of schooling and other variables considered important for economic growth. Some drawbacks behind the 

most commonly used measure for schooling in such works, i.e. average years of schooling in the working-

age population, will be discussed below in section 3.2. 

 

2.2. Nonpecuniary benefits 

Returns to education other than the private financial ones have been also analysed in the economic 

literature. Indeed, if education is not treated as a black box where «individuals enter, something happens, and 

productivity (usually defined in terms of one-dimensional skill) increases» (Oreopoulos and Salvanes (2011) 

p. 159), one needs to analyse whether education might affect individual well-being not only on the labour 

market through income, but also outside the labour market through other channels. These may entail 

additional non-monetary private benefits so that the whole returns from education may be higher than what 

predicted by the traditional Mincer estimates. For example, schooling is strongly and positively correlated to 

two sets of skills such as critical thinking which are useful for individuals to process new problems and make 

better choices, and social skills which may help individuals in working in groups (Oreopoulos and Salvanes 

(2011)). Accordingly, an improvement in these types of skill may generate nonmonetary returns outside the 

labour market because the more educated individuals are able to get more done with the same amount of 

time than the less educated, i.e. the productive efficiency approach, or because the more educated select a 

different mix of inputs to produce a given commodity than the less educated, i.e. the allocative efficiency 

approach (Grossman (2006)). Some key nonpecuniary benefits from education on which attention has been 

concentrated are, for example, those on own health and children health, fertility, saving rates, children 

development and their socioeconomic success (Dickson and Harmon (2011), Oreopoulos and Salvanes 

(2011)). Further, schooling may also affect preferences by making individuals more patient, more 

determined, and less likely to take on risky behavior, as teen fertility, criminal activity, and smoking which 

negatively correlate with years of completed schooling (see Oreopoulos and Salvanes (2011)).
11

  

Finally, one of the most important justification for public involvement in the market for education is the 

existence of a market failure due to positive externalities that may be related to schooling. Of course, if such 

positive externalities are sufficiently large, then the social return can be higher than the private return to the 

investment in education. Several possible external social benefits of education have been investigated as, for 

example, in terms of technological progress, better law enforceability, more stable democracy, social 

cohesion, political participation, lower criminality, better health status of the population, improvements in 

the human capital of future generations, etc..
12

 In particular, the link between educational attainment and 

several civic behaviours have been studied by both the political science and the economic literature which 

report strong correlations between such variables. To identify causal effects is however a difficult task, as 

stressed for example by Dee (2004, p. 1698) due to the fact that the correlation between schooling attainment 

and various civic behaviours could «be quite misleading since both schooling and civic outcomes are 

simultaneously influenced by a wide variety of inherently unobservable traits specific to individuals and the 

families and communities in which they were reared». By using instrumental variables that generate 

exogenous changes in the levels of individual education, Dee (2004) is however able to identify causal 

effects showing that education augments in particular voter participation, free speech and civic knowledge. 

 

 

                                                           
11 As it stressed, for example, by Oreopoulos and Salvanes (2011), research on the effects of schooling is difficult in general 

because a higher level of education may be correlated with other factors, e.g. family background and skills that individuals already 

possess, and thus it is not easy to separate the effect of schooling alone when analysing its causal effect. Moreover, in studying the 

nonpecuniary effects of education, it is difficult to disentangle their effects taken alone from the effects due to the fact that more 

schooling gives rise to more income which also have an influence on people’s lives. See such paper, for a discussion on these points, 

and for a presentation of some approaches to estimating nonmonetary returns to education which are more satisfying for causal 

inference. 
12 For a recent survey on the effects of education on crime, health and citizenship, see Lochner (2011). 
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3. The importance of the quality of education 

The analyses briefly sketched in the previous section on the relationship between quantity of education 

and both individual and social outcomes have been, however, recently criticized because they miss to take 

into account the different quality levels implied in the same amount of education. In particular, drawbacks 

related to different measures of school attainments have been discussed both by using a microeconomic and 

a macroeconomic point of view that we now analyse in the following two subsections. 

3.1.  Microeconomic viewpoint 

From a microeconomic point of view, previous analyses on the link between quantity of education and 

individual earnings have disregarded two major issues. First, as stressed by the literature on education 

production functions, empirical estimates should take into account the importance of cognitive skills for 

individual earnings. Second, also a variety of noncognitive skills, as for example, honesty, persistence, 

communication skills, and team working abilities, should be taken into account given that they can affect 

human capital, and accordingly also individual earning capacities. In the following section, a synthesis of a 

recent model by Cuhna and Heckman (2007) will be provided allowing to analyse how both cognitive and 

noncognitive abilities are produced by using as inputs child environments, parental investments, and genes. 

Cognitive abilities are achievable not only through formal schooling but also through other sources, as 

families, peers, culture, abilities, and so forth. In empirical analyses, all these sources of cognitive skills are 

usually proxied by international test scores which, however, at an individual level, are affected not only by 

cognitive inputs, but also by noncognitive, and environmental inputs (Cuhna and Heckman (2007)), and at a 

macro level, they also depend on variations on school quality both across countries and within them.
13

 As 

surveyed by Hanushek and Wößmann (2008), higher school quality measured by higher achievements on 

standardized tests are closely associated to individual earning advantages in a variety of papers which, 

however, have most generally considered the case of young workers in the United States.
14

 More recently, 

cross-section analyses have been performed. For example, an estimation of the earnings returns to cognitive 

skills across 23 countries has been recently conducted by Hanushek et al. (2015) on the basis of the data 

available from the Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies conducted by the 

OECD in 2011-2012. A first result shows that estimates taking into account early-career earnings 

underestimate the lifetime returns to cognitive skills given that, for example, workers with higher lifetime 

earnings have usually steeper earnings growth, and the revelation of individual skills may take some time. A 

second result points out a high cross-country variety in returns to skill: Six countries indicate returns to skill 

above 21% (U.S., Ireland, Germany, Spain, U.K., and Korea); nine countries indicate returns to skill between 

15% and 20% (Australia, Canada, Poland, Japan, Netherlands, Slovak Republic, Austria, Estonia, and 

France); and eight countries have, instead, returns to skill below 15% (Belgium, Finland, Cyprus, Denmark, 

Italy, Norway, Czech Republic, and Sweden). A final result which is worth noting shows that returns to skill 

are lower in those countries with a stricter employment protection legislation, higher union density, and 

larger public sectors. 

A second important determinant of individual earnings other than cognitive abilities has been stressed in 

particular by James Heckman and co-authors in various papers, and it is identified in noncognitive skills. In 

general, the importance of noncognitive abilities for success in life is suggested by common sense, but also 

by the sociology and the psycology literature. More recently, the economic literature has also pointed out 

how noncognitive abilities may be fundamental in shaping individual performances on the labour market. 

Indeed, achievement tests are not able to capture in an adequate way noncognitive skills, such as self-control, 

self-esteem, perseverance, team working abilities, openess to experience, communication skills, etc. which, 

however, are valued not only in the labour market but also in society at large. As reviewed by Kautz et al. 

(2014),
15

 a growing body of empirical analyses stresses the importance of noncognitive abilities not only on 

educational achievements and labour market success, but also on health and criminality. In particular, a 

paper by Heckman et al. (2006) shows that noncognitive skills -motivation, persistence, and self-esteem- 

increase wages through two effects. Noncognitive abilities have a direct positive effect on wages through an 

                                                           
13

 Of course, test may also suffer from several other problems as the reliability of questions or the impact of test taking conditions 

on scores (Hanushek and Wößmann (2008)). 
14

 Notice that a part of the return to cognitive abilities comes through going farther in school. 
15

 See, in particular, Heckman et al. (2006), and also the cited references in Kautz et al. (2014). 
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increase in market productivity, and they also have an indirect positive effect on wages through schooling 

and work experience. 

The importance on noncognitive skills is also at the basis of a recent paper by Chetty et al. (2011) that 

shows that the quality of the classroom a student is assigned at the kindergarten, in terms of class size, 

teacher and peer characteristics, matters for both test scores and future earnings. According to this analysis, 

noncognitive skills built at early childhood may have returns in the labour market. More precisely, class 

quality has a significant impact on socioemotional abilities, such as effort, initiative, and lack of disruptive 

behaviour, which are highly correlated with future earnings. 

In sum, the recent microeconomic literature stresses the importance of both cognitive and noncognitive 

skills as important predictors of individual educational attainments, and success in the labour market. In the 

following subsection, we briefly refer to some recent papers that also finds a positive impact of the quality of 

education, at an aggregate level, on growth. 

 

3.2. Macroeconomic viewpoint 

From a macroeconomic point of view, the cross-section analyses described in the previous section on the 

effects of the quantity of education have been criticized mainly because a quantitative measure of schooling, 

such as average years of schooling, has at least two main drawbacks. First, using years of schooling as a 

proxy implies that a year of schooling has the same effect on students' knowledge and skills irrespective of 

the country, i.e. it does not take into account that the quality of educational systems is different across 

countries. Second, such a proxy does not take into account that education outcomes are affected not only by 

formal schooling, but also by the quality of nonschool factors, as for example family, peers, and culture 

(Hanushek and Wößmann (2012)). Accordingly, as all these factors seem to play an important role in 

affecting workers' human capital, and thus growth, they should be taken into account by empirical economic 

analyses. To pursue such a task, a way is to consider the results of the international tests to measure the 

education abilities of students. 

Since the mid-1960s, many international tests, such as the Progress in International Reading Literacy 

Study (PIRLS) which tests reading performance at primary school, the Trends in International Mathematics 

and Science Study (TIMSS) which tests math and science performance of eight-graders, and the Programme 

for International Student Assessment (PISA) which tests math, science, and reading performance of 15-year-

olds,
16

 have been performed by international agencies in order to measure students' cognitive skills in 

mathematics, science, and other subjects.
17

 Countries' differences are enormous: among OECD countries, the 

variation in results is substantial, but they become dramatic between developing and developed countries. 

For example, the PISA 2012 results in mathematics show an OECD average score of 494, and a mean score 

of 613 of the top performer Shanghai-China, followed by Singapore (573), and Hong Kong-China (561), 

while at the bottom of the ranking, Peru obtains the lowest score 368, preceded by Indonesia (375), and 

Qatar (376). Large differences also exist among countries with respect to the share of students who are top 

performers.
18

 Across OECD countries, still in mathematics, on average, 13% of students are top performers, 

but such a share is 55% in Shanghai-China and 40% in Singapore while it is only 0.3% in Argentina, 

Colombia, and Indonesia. 

On the basis of such tests, Hanushek and Kimko (2000) find a statistically and economically significant 

positive effect of cognitive abilities on growth for the period 1960-1990 which is larger than the association 

between quantity of education and economic growth. Several further papers recently surveyed by Hanushek 

and Wößmann (2011) confirm the important effect of the quality of education for growth. Hanushek and 

Wößmann (2008), in particular, provides some evidence which allows to point out three main results when 

cognitive skills are measured by an average of the mathematics and science scores on international students 

achievement tests. First, they show that test scores have a statistically significant impact on growth in the 

period 1960-2000 for a sample of fifty countries. Precisely, «test scores that are larger by one standard 

                                                           
16

 Recently, PISA 2012 has introduced some tests to capture also noncognitive skills as openness, locus of control, and 

motivation. 
17

 Such tests contain questions not only on school curricula but also on real-world phenomena, and they are conducted by 

international agencies such as the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) and the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). 
18

 Top performers in mathematics correspond to Level 5 or 6, i.e. «they can develop and work with models for complex 

situations, and work strategically using broad, well developed thinking and reasoning skills» (OECD (2014)). 
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deviation (measured at the student level across all OECD countries in PISA) are associated with an average 

annual growth rate in GDP per capita that is two percentage points higher over the whole forty-year 

period.»
19

 A second interesting result shows that the distribution of education also plays an important role for 

growth. Specifically, both the share of absolutely top performers and basic education for all have 

independent positive effects on growth. Finally, a third result shows that the positive effect of quality of 

education on growth is robust to the inclusion of some institutional features of the economy recently stressed 

by the economic literature as important determinants of growth, such as the openess of the economy to 

international trade and the security of property rights (Acemoglu (2009), Acemoglu et al. (2014)). In 

particular, Hanushek and Wößmann show that not only both educational quality and openness to 

international trade have significant positive effects on economic growth, but that there is also a significant 

positive interaction, so that good cognitive abilities and qualified institutions seem to strengthen each other 

in promoting economic growth. Specifically, the impact of the quality of education on growth may differ 

depending on the economic institutions of a country, and it seems larger in those countries with a better 

productive institutional set-up.
20

 

Finally, it is interesting to notice that, also when the quality of human capital is taken into account, both 

the levels and the variations of it can be relevant for growth. For example, the importance of the quality of 

human capital for growth has been underlined by a paper by Sunde and Vischer (2015) which shows that 

both the initial levels and the changes in human capital quality matter. Their results are qualitatively very 

similar when the quality of human capital, measured as the teacher/student ratio, is used instead of the 

quantity of human capital, measured in terms of years of schooling, thus corroborating the theoretical 

findings which point out the two distinct channels through which human capital can affect growth. 

4. The production of skills 

The previous section has stressed how both cognitive and noncognitive abilities are important in shaping 

the socioeconomic success of individuals. However, the literature has not yet reached a consensus view on 

which inputs are more important in shaping children and future adults skills, as for example with reference to 

genetics, family background, and school environment. A recent model by Cuhna and Heckman (2007) sheds 

some light on this issue, proposing to analyse the skill formation process by means of a multistage 

technology. In this setting, childhood is not treated as a single period, but multiple stages of childhood are 

allowed in order to take into account that qualitatively different inputs, as parental investments, and child 

environments, can be used at different stages, and that also different technologies can be used at different 

stages of child development. In particular, different periods in the life cycle of a child corresponds to 

different stages. Inputs at each stage produce outputs in terms of skills at the next stage. However, some 

inputs may have a higher productivity at some stages than at others, and some stages of the technology may 

have a higher productivity in producing some skills than other stages. 

Cuhna and Heckman consider an overlapping generations model where each household consists of an 

adult parent and her child. Every individual lives for 2𝑇 periods. During the first 𝑇 periods, the individual is 

a child and from age 𝑇 + 1 to 2𝑇 is an adult and is the parent of a child. Each year there are an equal and 

large number of individuals of every age 𝑡 ∈ {1,2, … ,2𝑇}. Parents share the same preferences, supply labour 

in an inelastic way, and are altruistic towards their children. Suppose that every child is born with initial 

condition 𝜃1, but her skills evolve over time. When the child is 𝑡 years old, the technology of production of 

skill is as follows 

 

𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝑓𝑡(ℎ, 𝜃𝑡, 𝐼𝑡)    𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑇,         (1) 

 

where 𝜃𝑡+1 denotes a vector of skills at stage 𝑡 + 1, ℎ represents parental characteristics, e.g. educational 

level and emotional skills, 𝜃𝑡 denotes the vector of skill stocks, and 𝐼𝑡 represents the investments made by 

the parent in child skills when the child is 𝑡 years old. Further, the function 𝑓𝑡 is assumed strictly increasing 

and strictly concave in 𝐼𝑡, and twice continuously differentiable in all of its arguments. 

                                                           
19

 Hanushek and Wößmann (2008) p. 638. 
20

 Murphy et al. (1991) had already stressed the fact that economic growth is also affected by the allocation of talent between 

rent-seeking and entrepreneurship, showing that, for example, countries with relatively more law students grow more slowly than 

those countries with more engineering students. 
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This technology allows for two important effects. The first one is named self-productivity and describes 

the fact that the skills produced at one stage increase the skills acquired at later stages, or in other words 

skills obtained at a certain time of the child life cycle persist into future periods so that they are “self-

reinforcing and cross fertilizing.” Such an effect arises when 

 
𝜕𝑓𝑡(ℎ, 𝜃𝑡 , 𝐼𝑡)

𝜕𝜃𝑡
> 0 

 

The second effect is termed dynamic complementarity and describes the fact that skills acquired at every 

stage increase the productivity of investment at subsequent stages. It arises when 

 

𝜕2𝑓𝑡(ℎ, 𝜃𝑡 , 𝐼𝑡)

𝜕𝜃𝑡𝜕𝐼𝑡
> 0 

 

Accordingly, for children with a higher vector of skills 𝜃𝑡, the returns to educational investments are 

larger at later stages of the life cycle of the child. In the words by Cuhna and Heckman (2007, p. 35), 

«[t]ogether, dynamic complementarity and self-productivity produce multiplier affects which are the 

mechanisms through which skills beget skills and abilities beget abilities.» 

By substituting in (1) for 𝜃𝑡, 𝜃𝑡−1, …, repeatedly, the stock of skill at 𝑡 + 1, can be rewritten as  

 

𝜃𝑡+1 = 𝑚𝑡(ℎ, 𝜃1, 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑡)    𝑡 = 1,2, … , 𝑇.        (2) 

 

This technology also allows to describe some particular periods that occur during the child life cycle. A 

critical period for a certain skill occurs if one stage alone is effective in generating such a skill. Thus, 𝑡∗is a 

critical period for 𝜃𝑡+1 if 

 
𝜕𝜃𝑡+1

𝜕𝐼𝑠
=

𝜕𝑚𝑡(ℎ, 𝜃1, 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑡)

𝜕𝐼𝑠
≡ 0  ∀ℎ, 𝜃1, 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑡 , 𝑠 ≠ 𝑡∗, 

 

but 

 
𝜕𝜃𝑡+1

𝜕𝐼𝑡∗
=

𝜕𝑚𝑡(ℎ, 𝜃1, 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑡)

𝜕𝐼𝑡∗
> 0  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 ℎ, 𝜃1, 𝐼1, … , 𝐼𝑡. 

 

In words, investments in 𝜃𝑡+1 are effective at year 𝑡∗ but not in any other year 𝑠 ≠ 𝑡∗. 

Sensitive periods for acquiring certain skills are those stages of the child life cycle that are more effective 

in producing such skills. Thus, 𝑡∗is a sensitive period for 𝜃𝑡+1 if 

 
𝜕𝜃𝑡+1

𝜕𝐼𝑠
|

ℎ=ℎ̅,𝜃1=𝜃,𝐼1=𝑖1,…,𝐼𝑡=𝑖𝑡

<  
𝜕𝜃𝑡+1

𝜕𝐼𝑡∗
|

ℎ=ℎ̅,𝜃1=𝜃,𝐼1=𝑖1,…,𝐼𝑡=𝑖𝑡

  

 

This condition states that if, at the same level of inputs, investment is more productive in period 𝑡∗ than in 

another period 𝑠, 𝑠 ≠ 𝑡∗, then period 𝑡∗ is a sensitive period with respect to period 𝑠. 

To simplify, let us now consider that 𝑇 = 2. Thus, the stock of skills of an adult, ℎ′ = 𝜃3, arises as 

 

ℎ′ = 𝑚2(ℎ, 𝜃1, 𝐼1, 𝐼2).          (3) 

 

In words, the adult stock of skills is a function of the characteristics of her parent, ℎ, initial conditions, 𝜃1, 

and investments during childhood made in periods 1 and 2, 𝐼1 and 𝐼2. More specifically, by using a CES 

function to specify the investment process, the function (3) can be rewritten as follows 

 

ℎ′ = 𝑚2(ℎ, 𝜃1, [𝛾(𝐼1)𝜙 + (1 − 𝛾)(𝐼2)𝜙]
1

𝜙),        (4) 
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for 𝜙 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ 𝛾 ≤ 1. Notice that 𝜙 describes the degree of complementarity or substitutability between 

𝐼1 and 𝐼2, i.e. between early and late investment in producing skills; 𝛾 is a skill multiplier that describes the 

productivity of early investment 𝐼1 in increasing ℎ′ directly and in augmenting the productivity of late 

investment, 𝐼2, by boosting 𝜃2. 

Let us now analyse the optimal decision of the parent in terms of consumption and investments at 

different periods, and a bequest for the child, 𝑏′ ⋛ 0. Her budget constraint obtains as 

 

𝑐1 + 𝐼1 +
𝑐2+𝐼2

1+𝑟
+

𝑏′

(1+𝑟)2 = 𝑤ℎ +
𝑤ℎ

1+𝑟
+ 𝑏,        (5) 

 

where 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 denote the household consumption in the first and second period of the life cycle of the 

child, respectively, 𝑟 represents the interest rate, 𝑤 denotes the wage rate, and 𝑏 represents the bequest 

received by the parent when she becomes adult. The utility function is denoted by 𝑢(. ), and the recursive 

formulation of the parent’s problem is given by 

 

𝑉(ℎ, 𝑏, 𝜃1) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑢(𝑐1) + 𝛽𝑢(𝑐2) + 𝛽2𝛿𝐸[𝑉(ℎ′, 𝑏′, 𝜃1
′ )]}.      (6) 

 

Thus, the parent problem is to maximize (6) subject to the budget constraint (5) and technology (4). 

The solution to this problem depends on the values of 𝜙 and 𝛾. In particular, if 𝜙 = 1, early and late 

investment, 𝐼1 and 𝐼2, are perfect CES substitutes. By using one unit of 𝐼1, the amount of human capital 

produced is equal to 𝛾, and by using (1 + 𝑟) of 𝐼2, the amount of human capital produced is (1 + 𝑟)(1 − 𝛾). 

On the one hand, a higher value of 𝛾 will make more productive to allocate resources in early investment. On 

the other hand, a higher value of 𝑟 will drive the parent towards more late investment. Accordingly, the two 

parameters affect the parent’s choice in opposite directions, and an early investment is optimal if 𝛾 > (1 +
𝑟)(1 − 𝛾). 

If, instead, 𝜙 → −∞, the opposite Leontief case arises, and the optimal strategy for the parent is to choose 

𝐼1 = 𝐼2. Thus, as Cuhna and Heckman (2007, p. 37) point out «[i]t is essential to invest early to get 

satisfactory adult outcomes. But it is also essential to invest late to harvest the fruits of the early investment.» 

Notice that this technology allows to explain the empirical result, for disadvantaged adolescents with low 

ℎ, 𝐼1 and 𝜃2, on the low returns to education in the adolescent period and, on the contrary, the high returns to 

education in the early period. 

In sum, when the degree of complementarity is high, if the parent chooses a high early investment, she 

should also choose a high level of late investment. When, instead, the degree of complementarity reduces, 

and the value of 𝛾 increases, the parent should choose a higher early investment. The empirical analyses by 

the same authors allow to get more insights on the interaction between cognitive and noncognitive skills and, 

in particular, on the role played by complementarity, self-productivity and sensitive periods when parental 

investments are more productive. Specifically, they provide evidence of higher substitutability of early and 

late investment in creating noncognitive skills and lower substitutability in creating cognitive skills. Higher 

stocks of both types of skill augments the productivity of subsequent investments made by parents or the 

public sector and, further, a beneficial interaction may arise between them. Higher levels of cognitive skills 

favour the self-productivity of noncognitive skills and viceversa. The productivity of the two types of skill 

also depends on the child development stage: the productivity of parental investment in cognitive skills is 

higher in early stages and decreases in later stages while, for noncognitive skills, the productivity of parental 

investment is higher at later stages. 

The previous analysis, from a normative viewpoint, offers thus interesting cues for designing public 

policies that can be effective in favouring the child accumulation of human capital. Their capacity to purse 

such aim depends indeed on the nature of the technology, i.e. the degree of complementarity between early 

and late investments, and on whether such policies are anticipated or not by the parents. In the case of early 

investments to promote children’s skill accumulation there is no trade-off between efficiency and equity 

because both criteria suggest interventions in favour of children from disadvantaged backgrounds. For late 

investments, the type of technology is crucial because when there is substitutability between early and late 

investments, scarce early investments can be compensated by late investments while this is not the case when 

there is complementarity. However, the optimal intervention also depends on whether public policies are 

anticipated or not by the parents. If, for example, the degree of complementarity is high, and a policy 

providing subsidies to late investments is not anticipated, it will be ineffective for those children coming 
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from disadvantages families where poor early investments have been already made. If, instead, the policy is 

anticipated, for example, because it is announced largely in advance (e.g. before the child’s birth), the parent 

may alter early and late investments in order for the child to benefit from the subsidy to late investment. 

 

5. Some important inputs affecting education 

The theoretical analysis in the previous section has shown that the child development should be 

considered a cumulative process that relies on individual talent, family’s history and school inputs. From an 

empirical standpoint many difficulties arise when the determinants of cognitive achievements are estimated 

in a consistent way with respect to such theoretical approach. As pointed out by Todd and Wolpin (2003), 

there exists a very large and multidisciplinary empirical literature that examines the determinants of 

particular students’ cognitive achievement and, for example, a branch of it, the education production function 

literature, tries to understand the productivity relationship between different inputs and usually test scores 

outcomes.
21

 

Empirical studies, however, do not reach a consensus on which inputs are more important in increasing 

students’ achievement (even when using the same data sets). Usually this is due to the fact that production 

function parameters are estimated by using nonexperimental studies
22

 and two major difficulties in 

estimation arise from problems with missing data and a wide variety of empirical specifications. Inputs are 

generally imprecisely measured because of missing data on both past and present family and school inputs 

and children endowments. For example, data sets obtained by schools usually contain information on current 

schooling inputs and limited information on family inputs. To counter such problem, researchers sometimes 

develop estimators that allow for the presence of omitted variables or prefer to use one or more proxy 

variables to reduce omitted variables bias relative to excluding them.
23

 However it is not an easy task to 

understand which strategy has to be preferred given that a comparison between two unknown biases is 

involved. In this respect, Todd and Wolpin (2003) suggest caution in introducing proxy variables because 

their inclusion can make estimates difficult to interpret.
 24

 Of course, in estimating this type of education 

production function, what one would like to estimate is the human capital of individuals which is, however, 

not directly observed. For this reason, the use of test scores on mathematics, science, and reading, has been 

widely accepted as proxy of cognitive skills. Indeed, it should be stressed that test scores can capture the 

total outcome of education, being its source the family, the school, and individual ability. 

Being aware of such difficulties, among the possible inputs that may affect educational achievements, we 

now provide just a brief and selective overview of some school inputs and institutional characteristics of the 

education system which have been analysed in the literature.
 25

 This means that other important determinants 

in the students’ educational process, as student characteristics and family background will not treated in the 

present work.
 26

 In this respect, we just mention that parents' education and, more generally, their socio-

economic status have long been recognized as important determinants in the students' educational process. 

For example, for the case of the European countries, education appears to be unequally distributed and 

highly correlated with family background, and accordingly contributing to a subsequent inequality in income 

distribution (Braga et al. (2013)). Estimates of international education production functions have confirmed 

such concern by showing a significant association of students' achievement with many measures of student 

and family background. Of course, the effect of family background on academic achievement also provides 

important information on equality of opportunity of students coming from different background, and thus on 
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 See also the recent survey by Hanushek and Wößmann (2014). 
22

 These are based on observational data and it is assumed that the inputs into the education production process are chosen by 

parents and schools. Alternatively, in experimental studies some inputs are not chosen by parents or schools but by random 

assignment. As stressed by Todd and Wolpin (2003), the two types of studies estimate different parameters and thus we should not 

expect that their results match. 
23

 For a discussion on the pro and cons of different strategies we refer, for example, to the papers by Todd and Wolpin (2003, 

2007) and Krueger (1999). 
24

 For a discussion on econometric issues regarding the estimation of an education production function across countries, see, for 

example, Hanushek and Wößmann (2011). 
25

 For a survey on the relationship between educational policies and the quantity of education, see Checchi et al. (2013). See 

Braga et al. (2013) for an analysis on how different institutional characteristics of European education systems may affect both the 

mean and the distribution of educational attainments measured by the number of actual years of education completed. 
26

 For a recent survey on the association between family background and educational attainment measured in a quantitative way, 

i.e. by years of schooling, see Björklund and Salvanes (2011). 
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intergenerational mobility of a society. Given that each individual does not choose his/her family 

background, and hence cannot be held responsible for it from a normative point of view, when the impact of 

the family background on the students' achievement is strong, educational opportunities are less equally 

distributed.
27

 

We now turn to a description of some school inputs and institutional features of the education system that 

the economic literature has studied in order to understand which are the main determinants of the quality of 

education. 

 

5.1. School resources 

To analyse the impact of school resources on students' achievement, the economic literature has usually 

considered proxy variables as, for example, expenditure per-student, class size, and teacher characteristics. In 

what follows, we just describe the effects of class size and teacher characteristics. 

5.1.1. Class size 

Although conventional wisdom would suggest that smaller classes should have a positive impact on 

student achievement, the empirical literature on the subject has not consistently confirmed it, leading to the 

so-called ‘class size puzzle’, i.e. «the failure of the empirical literature to consistently find the expected 

relationship between class size and student achievement» (Bosworth (2014) p. 142).
28

 This issue has been 

analysed both at a national and at an international level with mixed results.
29

 

At a national level, for example, a recent paper by Fredriksson et al. (2013) evaluates the long-term 

effects of class size in primary school in Sweden, showing that smaller classes have positive effects on both 

cognitive and noncognitive skills. Similarly, by analysing the case of the public school system in the North 

Carolina, Bosworth (2014) shows that the class size effect may be different according to the students' 

characteristics. For instance, class size reductions may be more beneficial for low-income students, even if 

the magnitude of the effect of class size on both average achievement and achievement gaps tends to be quite 

small. Some other relevant studies are those based on the Tennessee's Project Student/Teacher Achievement 

Ratio (STAR) which was an experiment in which 11,571 students and their teachers were randomly assigned 

to small classes (15 students on average) and large classes (22 students on average) during the first four years 

of school. For example, Krueger (2003) estimates that the internal rate of return from reducing class size 

from 22 to 15 students is about 6%. More recently, Chetty et al. (2011) finds that students in small classes 

are significantly more likely to be enrolled in college at age 20, and exhibit improvements on a summary 

index of other outcomes (e.g. home ownership, marital status, etc.). It, however, does not find that smaller 

classes have a significant effect on earnings at age 27. 

Finally, at an international level, Hanushek and Wößmann (2011) point out that international evidence, 

both across and within countries, on the effect of class size on academic achievement shows no strong 

impacts in most countries, even if such effect seems to be larger in classes with low teacher quality. 

According to their analysis, it is not a surprise to find, at an international level, no relationship between the 

cumulative spending per student from age 6 to 15 and the average math achievement of 15-year-olds on the 

2003 Pisa test given that student-teacher is the most important determinant of overall spending in education. 

 

 

                                                           
27

 For an example of this type of analysis, see Schuetz et al. (2008) who compare the association between students' achievement 

and family background across 54 countries where, as in most works, the social, and economic background of the family is measured 

by the number of books in the students' home. Their results show that the estimated family background effect is very different across 

countries: England, Scotland, Hungary, and Germany are the countries with the highest impact of socio-economic differences on 

achievement, on the opposite, France, Canada, Portugal, and Belgium Flemish are the countries with the least impact while Norway, 

Greece, and Italy result in an intermediate position. 
28

 This could be also due to the fact that estimating the impact of class size reduction on educational achievement is a difficult 

task because such relationship could be affected by several effects such as the non-random assignment of students to classes, peer 

characteristics, and teacher strategy. 
29

 See Krueger (2003), for a discussion on the literature and for references on papers finding a positive relationship between class 

size and student outcomes and papers not finding such a relationship. 
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5.1.2. Teacher characteristics 

Public discussion tends to focus on the key role of teaching quality for promoting student achievement: 

Parents, teachers, and policy makers agree on the crucial role played by teachers in determining school 

quality. But which teacher characteristics may improve school quality is still a highly debated issue, as the 

following issue on how incentives should be designed in order to improve them (for example, individual or 

school rewards). Further, teacher quality is not usually common to all students: Evidence seems to suggest 

that some teachers may be more effective with some students than with others (Hanushek and Rivkin 

(2006)). More generally, however, teacher quality is difficult to observe, and indirect evidence needs to be 

used by researchers who have to face further difficulties.
30

 For example, education is usually publicly 

provided so that teacher hiring decisions are not necessarily linked to expected performance, and teacher 

supply decisions may be also motivated by nonpecuniary factors such as the intrinsic rewards from teaching 

and the “family friendly” nature of teacher employment (Hanushek and Rivkin (2006)). 

Most of the recent research has concentrated the attention on the link between teachers and student 

outcomes.
31

 Such an outcome-based perspective is based on the idea that «a good teacher is simply one who 

consistenly gets higher achievement from students (after controlling for other determinants of student 

achievement such as family influences or prior teachers)» (Hanushek and Rivkin (2012) p. 132). This 

method, commonly called value-added (VA) analysis, tries to evaluate teacher effectiveness in improving 

students' test scores. Given that such an approach has been introduced for teacher evaluations and personnel 

decisions in some countries,
32

 scholars have started to discuss about its validity with advocates maintaining 

that student achievements can be improved by selecting teachers on the basis of their VA and critics arguing 

that VA estimates are poor proxies for teacher quality (Chetty et al. (2014a). In general, this line of research 

has to face an important difficulty given by the nonrandom sorting of both students and teachers among 

schools and the nonrandom sorting of students among classrooms, for example, because students interacting 

badly can be intentionally separated, easy-to-teach students can be assigned to favoured teachers by the 

principal, students can be allocated to some teachers following parental requests, etc. 

By analysing the case of a large urban school district in the US, covering about 2.5 million children in 

grades 3-8, Chetty et al. (2014a) find that value-added measures, which control for lagged test scores, can be 

useful in identifying teachers' causal impact on student achievement with little or no bias. In a related paper, 

Chetty et al. (2014b) analyse whether teachers, who were able to improve students test scores, were simply 

better at teaching to the test or they enhanced their students' outcomes when they became adult. According to 

their main findings, this second option occurs, i.e. teachers have long-lasting impacts on student outcomes. 

Indeed, they show that improvements in teacher VA have positive impact on the probability of college 

attendance, on the quality of the colleges which students are enrolled to, on their future earnings, on the 

probability of having children as teenagers, and on the participation in retirement savings plans. Taking a 

policy oriented perspective, these authors also conclude that «replacing low-VA teachers may therefore be a 

more cost effective strategy to increase teacher quality in the short run than paying bonuses to retain high-

VA teachers. In the long run, higher salaries could attract more high VA teachers to the teaching profession» 

a benefit which however is not measured in the paper (Chetty et al. (2014b) p. 2636). 

Rothstein (2010), however, questions the results obtained with the VA method. The main assumptions 

underlying such a method do not meet the data on North Caroline used in his paper, and thus the author 

concludes that the obtained estimates of teachers' effects cannot be interpreted as casual.
33

 According to his 

view, «policies based on these value added modelings will reward or punish teachers who do not deserve it 

and fail to reward or punish teachers who do» (p. 211). Instead, he suggests that teachers' evaluation should 

also be based on subjective ratings provided by principals who may have more informations both on the 

teacher's quality and on the teacher-student matching, i.e. the assignment of easy-to-teach or difficult-to-

                                                           
30

 For a survey, see Hanushek and Rivkin (2006). 
31

 Another line of research has focused the attention on the link between specific teacher characteristics and student achievement, 

leading however to a mixed set of results (Hanushek and Rivkin (2006)). For example, as far as teacher experience is concerned, it 

seems that a nonlinear relationship occurs between the quality of teaching and experience, meaning for example that experience 

effects are more important in the first few years of teaching. 
32

 The recent Obama Administration Race to the Top initiative aims at supplying funds to states that engage in reforming schools 

in such a way to ameliorate teacher and principal effectiveness by connecting teacher evaluations to student growth. Other countries 

pursuing similar initiatives are United Kingdom, Mexico, Israel, Portugal, and India (Fryer (2013)). 
33

 Falsification tests developed by the author shows indeed that future teachers would have important effects on students' past 

achievement. 
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teach students. «Of course, this suggestion presumes high-quality principals who have enough time to 

observe teachers’ classrooms and enough training to distinguish good from bad teachers» (p. 212). 

Finally, by taking a cross-section viewpoint for 23 developed countries, and using data from the 

Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC), Hanushek et al. (2014) show 

that international differences in student performance measured by PISA results can be explained by 

differences in teachers cognitive skills which are particularly large across countries (with Finland and Japan 

at the top and Italy and Russian Federation at the bottom).
34

 Another interesting result shows that the impact 

of teacher cognitive skills is higher for students coming from low socioeconomic background than for those 

coming from high socioeconomic background while the impact of parent cognitive skills goes the other way 

round. This of course rise important equity issues concerning the policies that could be implemented in order 

to reduce inequality in the distribution of education with subsequent positive effects in terms of income 

inequality. 

5.2. Institutional features of the education system 

Given the great variation in national education policies across countries, recent economic research has 

underlined how different institutional characteristics of the school system can affect students' achievement.
35

 

In what follows, we concentrate our attention on pre-primary education, school entry-age, school tracking 

and vocational orientation, school autonomy and accountability. 

5.2.1. Pre-primary education 

The importance of pre-primary education has been stressed especially by the works of Heckman and co-

authors who stress the importance of interventions that begin in early childhood to foster noncognitive skills 

which lay the foundations not only for the future acquisition of cognitive skills but also for success in the 

labour market and in all other aspects of life. Of course, noncognitive skills are also shaped by families and 

social environments, but their development through the school system may be particularly important for 

those children coming from disadvantage environments in order to try to reduce the gap with respect to those 

coming from more favourable environments. In this sense, pre-primary education can play a fundamental 

role in fostering skills which, on the one hand, will be inputs into the future learning process, and on the 

other hand, will augment the stock of future skills which allows to increase the productivity of future 

investments, as pointed out in section 4 where the two concepts of self-productivity and dynamic 

complementarity have been analysed. Indeed, self-productivity refers to the fact that skills at birth are due to 

inherited traits and prenatal investments while skills at later ages rely upon the stock of skills obtained in 

previous periods and upon investments made previously. Thus, skills acquired earlier are inputs into the 

learning process which occurs at the next stage, i.e. “skills beget skills.” Dynamic complementarity, instead, 

describes the idea that present investments made by parents, schools, etc. augment the stock of future skills 

which allows to increse the productivity of future investments (Kautz et al. (2014)).
36

 Accordingly, building 

an early base of skills may improve later-life learning, and this may be more effective with respect to other 

types of intervention designed for adolescents, especially when targeted at disadvantaged children.
37

 

Several pre-primary programmes which have taken place in the United States, and surveyed by Kautz et 

al. (2014), show that they had, indeed, positive effects not only in terms of students achievement, but also on 

other variables such as reduced participation in criminal activity, decreased substance abuse, improved health 

status, etc..
38

 Studies for other countries are few, but tend to find similar results (Checchi et al. 2013).
39

 The 
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 We refer to that paper for a discussion on the econometric techniques used and causality issues. 
35

 As noticed by Hanushek and Wößmann (2011), national educational institutions may be correlated to other unobserved country 

characteristics that, in their turn, are related to academic achievement. Several econometric techniques have been developed to take 

into account this problem. 
36

 There is also another channel stressed by such authors which should be taken into account. It refers to static complementarity 

given that the benefits of an investment relies upon the present stock of skills, i.e. high-skill children are those who benefit the most 

by additional investments. 
37

 However, also adolescent interventions may be more effective when they concentrate on the development of noncognitive 

skills. According to Kautz et al. (2014), «the available evidence suggests that the most promising adolescent interventions are those 

that target non-cognitive skills as well as programmes that offer mentoring, guidance and information» (p. 8). Indeed, «while there is 

hard evidence on the importance of the early years in shaping all skills, many non-cognitive skills are more malleable than cognitive 

skills at later ages» (p. 66). 
38

 See, for example, the results for the Perry Preschool Programme and the Abecedarian Programme in Kautz et al. (2014). 
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same type of result is also found in cross-section analyses. For example, Schuetz et al. (2008) show a 

positive relationship between the duration of the preschool cycle and students' academic achievement while 

Schneeweis (2011) finds a negative association between preprimary enrollment and the migrant achievement 

gap. 

 

5.2.2. School entry-age 

Usually, in all countries, the education system fixes a single cutoff date for school eligibility. This implies 

that, when school starts, some students are older, and thus potentially more mature, than others, and this 

could affect not only their academic peformance but also their future earnings. As already stressed, skills 

accumulated in a given period are complementary to learning in the following period, and thus early 

differences in maturity could be transferred to the following periods through the educational system. Indeed, 

the way the school system is organized, as age at which tracking occurs or sorting students into ability-

specific curriculum groups, may propagate early relative age effects. For example, the fact that relatively old 

children have early advantages in the process of skills’ accumulation may also affect the long-run differences 

in educational achievements depending on whether, according to the school system of a country, children are 

separated or not in different ability-specific curriculum groups during the primary grades. 

The link between age at school start and in-school tests has been the topic of much research whose typical 

finding is that older school starters perform better at school than younger ones. For example, a cross-country 

study is performed by Bedard and Dhuey (2006), using data from the Trends in International Mathematics 

and Science Study (TIMSS) across OECD countries.
40

 This work finds a large relative age effect that has a 

long-lasting impact on student performance: oldest students perform better than the youngest students both at 

the fourth grade level and the eighth grade level, even if this age effect is reduced between the two grades, 

and further, for the data from British Columbia, Canada and the United States, oldest students are more 

likely to attend university. Several country-level studies have been also carried on. For instance, for Sweden, 

Fredriksson and Öckert (2014) show that a higher school starting age increases educational attainment in the 

long run. For Germany, Mühlenweg and Puhani (2010) present estimates of the causal impact of school-

entry age on track attended, finding that younger students are only two-thirds as likely to attend the academic 

track than older students. For Austria, Schneeweis and Zweimüller (2014) show that relatively young 

students are significantly less likely to be enrolled in a high-track school than old students, and that such 

relative-age effect amplifies existing differences in socioeconomic parental backgrounds, thus magnifying 

existing socioeconomic inequalities. Finally, for Italy, Ponzo and Scoppa (2014) show that younger students 

score lower than older students at the fourth, the eighth, and the tenth grade, and that older students are more 

likely to be enrolled in more academic schools rather than in vocational schools.
41

 

 

5.2.3. School tracking and vocational orientation 

National school systems also vary with respect to tracking, i.e. to the extent to which secondary school 

students are sorted into different tracks depending on their learning skills (academic versus vocational 

schools) as opposed to comprehensive schooling. Such ability grouping into different school types may take 

place at different students' age,
42

 and it has been mostly analysed in terms of equity of student performances 

and average achievement.
43

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
39

 Braga et al. (2013) analyse the case of European countries and show that reforms extending preprimary schooling and/or 

favouring the access to education through raise in tracking age exhibit, on the one hand, positive correlation with average years of 

education in the population and, on the other hand, a negative association with inequality in the educational distribution and 

persistence from one generation to the other. 
40

 See the discussion in the paper on the difficulties in studying the causal impact of early relative age on later outcomes. 
41

 See Black et al. (2011) for a paper on Norway that does not find significant effects of school starting age on the outcomes of 

adults, even if it finds a large positive effect on in-school tests. 
42

 For example, in Germany and Austria tracking occurs at the age of 10, in Hungary, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Turkey 

at the age of 11, in the Netherlands and in Belgium at the age of 12, in Luxembourg at the age of 13, in Italy at the age of 14, and in 

Finland and Sweden at the age of 16. Other countries, as the U.S. have tracking within schools but not across schools. 
43

 It should be pointed out that some countries, typically in Europe, divide students into different schools, i.e. either vocational or 

academic schools, while other countries such as the United States or Canada sort students into different classrooms within a school. 
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The pros and the cons positions for early tracking depend on both peer group effects and teaching effects. 

On the one hand, proponents of school tracking mantain that it allows a more efficient school organization, 

i.e. a maximization of students' performance (at least at the top) because more homogeneous classes may 

facilitate learning via targeted curricula, and teachers are more effective when they teach in homogeneous 

classes because they can focus their teaching. On the other hand, opponents claim that it may systematically 

disadvantage weaker students by separating them too early; some students could end up in the wrong track if 

ability is measured with noise; the interaction between low-performing and high-performing students may 

benefit both because the formers can take advantage of the help of the latters, and the latters can consolidate 

their knowledge by explaining the subject materials to the formers (Piopiunik (2014)). In particular, even if, 

in the empirical literature, there is no consensus on whether peer group effects are important and on their 

possible size, it should be pointed out that, from an efficiency point of view, peer effects may positively 

affects the production of human capital only if they are non-linear, i.e. moving a talented student from the 

vocational to the academic track increases the human capital in the latter track by a greater amount than the 

loss in the former track (Brunello and Checchi (2007)).
44

 

The literature on this issue is already quite large and has concentrated its attention on both the effects of 

tracking on overall student achievement and on the distribution of student achievement, i.e. equity 

considerations. For example, using the data set on test scores PISA 2006 for 38 countries, Checchi et al. 

(2013) do not find evidence of the position in favour of early tracking both for the average and the top 

performers.
45

 An analysis on the association between tracking and equity in students' achievement is also 

performed by Hanushek and Wößmann (2011) in an international perspective. Using the standard deviation 

in student test scores, they compare the inequality in reading achievement at the primary school (in PIRLS) 

and at the secondary school (in PISA 2003) among countries with and without tracking before the age of 16. 

According to their analysis, inequality in students' achievement sistematically increases in countries with 

early tracking, while it decreases in countries without tracking. 

Tracking, however, could also be related to another type of inequality in terms of educational opportunity 

by social origin. When compared to comprehensive education systems, earlier tracking systems could have 

larger skill inequalities between students coming from different social background. In this respect, Schuetz et 

al. (2008) find that inequality of opportunity, i.e. the extent to which the student achievement depends on 

her/his family background, is significantly smaller the later the age at which tracking starts. In the same vein, 

Brunello and Checchi (2007) show that, tracking tends to augment the effect of family background on future 

earnings.
46

 Recently, Piopiunik (2014), by using a difference-in differences approach, has investigated the 

effect of timing of tracking on student achievement following a reform that took place in Bavaria in 2000 

that anticipated by two years the timing when basic and middle school students are allocated to different 

tracks. His results show that such reform had a negative effect both on basic and middle students' 

achievement, and that the performance dispersion increased suggesting a decrease in equality of opportunity. 

 

5.2.4. School autonomy 

School autonomy is an important institutional feature of the school system that is often claimed to be a 

driver of better student outcomes. Local decision-makers may have an informational advantage with respect 

to a central decision-maker on the capacity of their schools, and on the local students needs and preferences. 

Given that parents can change school by voting with their feet, local decision-makers can be more responsive 

to students demand, and accordingly make better decisions on how to allocate resources. Of course, this 

requires free school choice by parents, and their capacity to monitor the educational policied offered by 

schools via public information on schools performance. This can lead to a sort of yardstick competition 

among schools which can promote the adoption of more effective teaching methods in improving students 

performance. On the drawback side, teachers could be induced to ‘teaching to the test’ spending less time 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
In this latter case, students could be in a high track for one subject and in a low track for another one, and they should be able to 

switch between tracks more easily than in the case of tracking between schools. For a survey on this topic, see Betts (2011). 
44

 The presence of peer group effects has been studied by theoretical (e.g. Epple and Romano, 1998 and Epple et al. 2006) and 

empirical literature. Empirical findings however are mixed also for several estimation difficulties, e.g. selection and attrition biases 

and data problems. See, for example, Sacerdote (2001) and Hoxby (2000) for papers finding positive peer effects. 
45

 See such paper for references to other studies that find contradicting results. 
46

 See this paper also for a review of early literature both on country case studies and cross-country analysis. 
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and effort in all other aspects of schooling such as socialization, self-confidence, critical thinking, etc. which 

are not measured by standardized tests, but which play a fundamental role of schooling (Verschelde et al. 

(2015)).
47

 

Still on the shortcomings, school autonomy could not allow to attain common standards across a country, 

and it could also lead to a principal-agent problem, i.e. local decision-makers could behave opportunistically 

if their interests are not perfectly in line with the aim of ameliorating student outcomes, and these are not 

monitored by appropriate centralized accountability procedures (Hanushek and Wößmann (2011)). Examples 

of accountability measures to align the interests of schools and the government are central exit exams and 

regular inspections to check that the teaching process matches the centrally imposed standards. However, it 

should also be pointed out, as it is done by the psycological literature, that such monitoring by the principal 

can be associated to some peculiar costs. The agents could lower their effort if monitoring by the principal is 

perceived as a signal of distrust. Extrinsic motivations obtained through monitoring and/or price incentives 

can have a crowding-out effect on intrinsic motivations which are so important for a high teaching quality 

(Verschelde et al. (2015)). 

The impact of school autonomy on students scholastic career has been analysed by performing both cross-

country and within-country evidence. For example, by using a panel of four waves of PISA scores (2000, 

2003, 2006 and 2009) for 42 countries, Hanushek, Link and Wößmann (2013) show that the impact of school 

autonomy on students achievement is very heterogeneous, and it depends on the level of economic and 

educational development of a country: School autonomy leads to considerable gains in countries with strong 

institutions while it leads to losses in countries where institutions are weak. Interestingly, the effect of more 

autonomy is larger in countries where the school system is accountable by central exit exams. On the 

contrary, when there are not external exit exams, Hanushek and Wößmann (2011) report that, in some areas, 

school autonomy is negatively associated with student achievement. Further, they point out that students 

performance is better in schools that have autonomy in process and personnel decisions areas such as 

purchase of supplies, budget allocations within schools, textbooks and instructional method choice, hiring 

and rewarding teachers, and also if teachers have the possibility to choose appropriate teaching methods. By 

contrast, they also report that students achievement is negatively associated to school autonomy in budget 

formation and teacher autonomy in choosing the subject matter taught in class.
48

 

In order to isolate the school autonomy effects from country-specific effects, i.e. institutional and cultural 

differences, and school-type effects, i.e. coming from comparing different types of schools with different 

degree of autonomy,
49

 a paper by Verschelde et al. (2015) concentrates the attention on a within country, 

within school type variation of autonomy which has recently occurred in Flanders (Belgium). For the 

additional funds above the centrally imposed funding system, different schools' staff (direction and teachers) 

may have different degree of freedom in allocating such resources. Overall, by combining data on school-

level and pupil-level from PISA 2006 with a semi-parametric hierarchical model, their findings confirm a 

positive effect of school autonomy on budget allocation on students performance measured by PISA tests. In 

particular, they find that mathematics test scores are 0.1 standard deviations higher in schools with a 

considerable autonomy over the budget allocation with respect to schools without such autonomy. As 

previously stressed, also their analysis points out the importance of an effective accountability system in 

order to make the positive effects of autonomy described above to dominate the negative ones. The expected 

benefits from local staff empowerment are thus country-specific, and they can only be reaped in those 

countries where there are effective accountability systems. 

 

5.2.5. School accountability 

School accountability refers to the evaluation of school performance through aggregate student 

performance on standardized tests. Based on school accountability results,
50

 schools can be explicitly 

                                                           
47

 For more details on this point, see also the next section. 
48

 See Braga et al. (2013) for an analysis on European countries showing that reforms augmenting school autonomy and 

accountability are, on the one hand, positively correlated with mean educational attainment but, on the other hand, with inequality in 

the distribution of educational attainments and intergenerational persistence. 
49

 See, for example, the literature on charter schools. For a brief review and useful references, see Grazzini and Petretto (2014). 
50

 In some countries such as England, the United States, and Chile, school accountability ratings are publicly available. In other 

countries, they are used for internal purposes. 
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rewarded, e.g. with more resources and/or more autonomy in spending, or sanctioned, e.g with threats of 

restructuring/closing low-performing schools or withdrawal of autonomy. When accountability results are 

publicly reported, schools can also be implicitly rewarded or sanctioned through the pressure by the parents 

and the community to improve. 

The economic rationale behind such procedure rests on the principal-agent problem: Policy-makers, 

parents, and local communities may acquire more information on each school performance thanks to 

standardized student test scores which constitute a common metric to make comparisons among schools. 

However, it is important to stress that there are different methods to measure school performance, and the 

economic literature has developed two main approaches (Figlio and Loeb (2011)). ‘Status’ measures 

evaluate schools' performance on the basis of their level of performance: For example, average test score 

obtained by students in each school or percentage of students whose test score is above or below a thresold 

value. ‘Value-added’ measures, instead, judge school's performance on the basis of changes in test scores 

obtained by the same students in a given period, for example one year. Of course, the two measures evaluate 

different aspects of school performance (absolute versus relative), and provide different incentives to 

schools: Status-based measures encourage schools to improve the performance of the students' average test 

score and/or that of the top and/or bottom performers while growth-based measures encourage schools to 

augment their students’ performance taking into account their different starting points. Since these are 

usually highly correlated to family backgrounds, value-added measures are considered fairer by some 

scholars and school operators. 

The accountability literature has thus tried to estimate whether school accountability may be effective in 

increasing students' performance. On the one hand, such monitoring could be effective in improving schools 

performance: Figlio and Loeb (2011) provide a survey of papers that find some positive results for the case 

of the United States. However, on the other hand, as stressed by the same authors, such procedure could also 

induce schools to behave strategically. For example, the available evidence supports the idea that teachers 

could concentrate on subjects tested, i.e. “teaching to the test”, and put aside all other desirable outcomes of 

learning such as critical thinking, citizenship and work ethic. Further, schools could adopt more selective 

procedures in order to admit better students and/or allocate disadvantage students in special education so to 

exclude them from participating to the official exams. Schools then can obtain higher test scores without 

improving their teaching quality, but of course with sizeable negative effects in terms of equity, i.e. unequal 

distribution of education (Checchi et al. (2013) and Braga et al. (2013)). 

School accountability can also be judged with respect to the existence of central curriculum-based exit 

exams which characterize different educational systems. The aim of such exams is to provide a 

standardization of output which may favour competition among schools when the accountability of the 

schools is judged via their performance. Further, external school-leaving exams can be used as a signaling 

device by students in order to transfer information to the employers about their productivity in a labour 

market characterized by adverse selection. Given their signaling power, and thus their consequent potential 

future reward on the labour market, central exit exams should promote both students' learning and parents' 

supervision on the education process. Taking such perspective, Hanushek and Wößmann (2011) show that 

students from countries with external exit-exams score better on international tests than students from 

countries without external exit-exams. Checchi et al. (2013) find, instead, that for mathematics, the average 

peformance and the performance at the top and at the bottom are not linked to the existence of central exams. 

As a final remark, it should be stressed the fact that school accountability measures are not perfectly able 

to monitor school efficiency, i.e. the «effectiveness with which schools use their resources to maximise 

students outcomes, given the students they serve» (Figlio and Loeb (2011), p. 393). A low school 

performance could be due not to inefficient behaviours by the school or the teachers, but to an insufficient 

amount of resources to meet the accountability target given the starting point of the enrolled students. School 

accountability, indeed, depends on school financing. 

 

6. Concluding remarks 

This paper has concentrated its attention on the role played by the quality of education, and has presented 

a brief and selective overview on some recent studies analyzing, on the one hand, some important 

determinants of education related to school resources, and institutional features of the education system, and 

on the other hand, the economic consequences of the quality of education on future earnings and growth. 
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These studies are relatively recent but, despite their limitations and the necessity to go on in further 

investigations, they can offer important hints on fundamental determinants of education, and on its 

substantial economic and social benefits. In particular, given that in the education sector, as in many other 

areas of public policy intervention, «slogans often replace hard evidence» (Kautz et al. (2014) p. 12), this 

literature, which is already very extended, can be useful in enlightening some pros and cons of different 

educational policies, and thus for the designing of more effective policies. Unfortunately, attempting to 

derive normative prescriptions from these works is not an easy task for all the limits that this survey has tried 

to illustrate, and also because all possible lessons which can be learnt from this literature always need to be 

interpreted, and thus adapted, taking into account the institutional features of the different national school 

systems. 

As it has been stressed in this work, one of such lessons points out the importance of measuring students, 

teachers, and principals performance for the evaluation of the educational process, and the relevance of such 

issue is not even any more at the heart of the academic debate but also of the public opinion discussion. 

However, several recent studies initiated by James Heckman have stressed how achievement tests for 

students are not able to capture important dimensions, and in particular those non-cognitive skills which 

instead show to be highly predictive in meaningful life outcomes. The analysis of such an issue with the 

development of reliable instruments to evaluate non-cognitive skills seems thus one of the most promising 

field of research in this area on which further investigations are called for. This would indeed provide policy-

makers with still more accurate studies with respect to which evaluate present educational policies or 

elaborate new ones, especially in the case of early childhood and elementary school programmes which seem 

to show long lasting effects on individual performances preeminently for those individuals coming from 

disadvantaged backgrounds. 

The attention for the development of better educational policies is of course valuable from an equity point 

of view but, as the literature on the economics of education has stressed from its beginning, there exist as 

much efficiency reasons to pursue such an aim. Interestingly, as it has been already pointed out,
51

 the two 

objectives may even not originate a trade-off in some cases. For example, within the debate on whether a 

school system should be sufficiently egalitarian to favour basic skills for all so that established technologies 

can be implemented, or it should concentrate more resources on top performers who will be more likely 

drivers of innovations, some recent evidence by Hanushek and Wößmann (2011) shows that both basic-skills 

and top-performing dimensions seem to be separately important for growth. 

In this respect, especially following a period of deep crisis, the improvement of the quality of education 

can be one of the main strategy to adopt in trying to foster growth, even if, as it is well known, its effects are 

usually not for tomorrow but for the long run. This long run perspective, of course, can explain why it may 

be difficult for politicians to treat this issue both before elections at a political platform level and, later, at a 

legislative level: educational reforms need a long time for producing results whose main beneficiaries are 

future generations.
52

 However, a more comprehensive outlook including the point of view of different 

generations could be challenging in that, for example, educational policies strengthening the human capital 

investment of young generations and thus their future income perspectives may have additionally positive 

effects also for the welfare of older generations both from an altruistic point of view and in terms of 

intergenerational transfer of wealth. 
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